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The authoritative biography of Stephen Harper, to be published on the eve of the next election.

          As one of the important prime ministers in the life of our nation, Stephen Harper has reshaped Canada
into a more conservative country, a transformation that his opponents tacitly admit will never be reversed.
He has made government smaller, justice tougher, and provinces more independent, whether they want to be
or not. Under its 22nd prime minister, Canada shows the world a plainer, harder face. Those who praise
Harper point to the Conservatives' skillful economic management, the impressive new trade agreements, the
tax cuts and the balanced budget, the reformed immigration system, the uncompromising defence of Israel
and Ukraine, and the fight against terrorism. Critics--pointing to punitive punishments, muzzled scientists,
assaults on the judiciary, and contempt for parliament--accuse the Harper government of being autocratic,
secretive and cruel.
     But what about the man? In this definitive new biography, the Globe and Mail's John Ibbitson explores
the life of the most important Canadian of our times--his suburban youth, the crisis that caused Stephen
Harper to quit university for three years, the forces that shaped his tempestuous relationship with Reform
Leader Preston Manning, how Laureen Harper influences her husband, his devotion to his children--and his
cats. Ibbitson explains how this shy, closed, introverted loner united a fractured conservative movement,
defeated a Liberal hegemony, and set out to reshape the nation. With unparalleled access to sources, years of
research and writing, and a depth of insight that has made him one of the most respected voices in
journalism, John Ibbitson presents an intimate, detailed portrait of a man who has remained an enigma to
supporters and enemies alike. Now that enigma is revealed, in a masterful exploration of Stephen Harper, the
politician and the man.
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From reader reviews:

Lela Hird:

Have you spare time for a day? What do you do when you have more or little spare time? Yep, you can
choose the suitable activity with regard to spend your time. Any person spent all their spare time to take a
stroll, shopping, or went to typically the Mall. How about open or maybe read a book called Stephen Harper?
Maybe it is for being best activity for you. You realize beside you can spend your time together with your
favorite's book, you can cleverer than before. Do you agree with their opinion or you have different opinion?

Donald McLaughlin:

Nowadays reading books become more and more than want or need but also work as a life style. This
reading habit give you lot of advantages. The huge benefits you got of course the knowledge the actual
information inside the book that improve your knowledge and information. The info you get based on what
kind of book you read, if you want get more knowledge just go with schooling books but if you want sense
happy read one together with theme for entertaining for example comic or novel. Typically the Stephen
Harper is kind of e-book which is giving the reader unstable experience.

John Enriquez:

Playing with family in the park, coming to see the water world or hanging out with close friends is thing that
usually you will have done when you have spare time, then why you don't try point that really opposite from
that. 1 activity that make you not feeling tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller coaster you are ride on
and with addition of information. Even you love Stephen Harper, you could enjoy both. It is good
combination right, you still wish to miss it? What kind of hang type is it? Oh can happen its mind hangout
fellas. What? Still don't understand it, oh come on its identified as reading friends.

Doris Trumbull:

A lot of book has printed but it differs from the others. You can get it by online on social media. You can
choose the top book for you, science, comedian, novel, or whatever simply by searching from it. It is named
of book Stephen Harper. You can include your knowledge by it. Without making the printed book, it can add
your knowledge and make a person happier to read. It is most essential that, you must aware about guide. It
can bring you from one destination to other place.
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